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Artist Statement 
 
 
 
As the great film director Martin Scorsese once said, the most personal is the most creative. I 
seek the subjectivity of translating my voices and the objectivity of projecting that action as my art 
practice. Having grown up in China as a Chinese-Mongolian and later moved to the United States, I 
have spent my life living in-between cultures while negotiating who I am or who should I be. My 
work examines the generational identity struggles of Chinese-Mongolians under the pervasive 
cultural assimilation from the mainstream Han-Chinese society. My research has been concerned 
with themes in cultural identities, postcolonialism, and ethnic studies. Through my art practice, I 
hope to bring more global attention and provide an outlet for under-discussed contemporary 
Chinese-Mongolian ethnic issues. Among various mediums and techniques, I find the expression of 
performance and the use of synthetic materials appropriate in translating my voices and perspectives. 
I perform and I make objects out of the action. 
 
My thesis work is Memory Bread, a daily performance ritual of me studying Mongolian 
words by literally consuming them. I would write one Mongolian word and its Chinese translation 
on a slice of bread, only subtract the portion of the bread with the written word, eat it, and then 
pronounce the word that I have consumed to prove that I have learned. The duration of this 
continuous action varies depending on my physical and mental ability to eat. One stack of bread 
with a collective void is left after each study. I then cast the missed language void with concrete. I 
specifically chose concrete sculpture to be the projection of the performance for its capitalistic 
nature. This invasive material that took over the traditional architectural lifestyle globally mirrors the 
colonization of native Mongolian culture in China. Meanwhile, the materiality of concrete being a 
mixture of various substances also metaphors the mixed culture that Chinese-Mongolians are living.  
 
The performances and the post-action objects constitute Memory Bread to address the 
generational decline of mother language use in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, a post-
colonized province of China. This work presents me, as a Chinese-Mongolian longing for my native 
culture, confronting a powerlessness to retrieve it. I assumed, “mother language” should be innate in 
its children, however, the reality is that the difficulty of learning is almost painful.  
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